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On ‘An Aporia’ 

 
It has been a strange experience reading ‘An Aporia for Astrology’, written more than thirty 
years ago by someone who was, but is no longer quite, me. It strikes me as a bit cavalier, 
which may explain the inconsistencies (I start off with a suggestion of ‘three camps’ which is 
then immediately dropped) as well as the number of typos. At the same time, there are some 
insights that still count for something, and I would defend the attempt to survey and begin to 
analyse contemporary astrology. My five ‘conceptual dimensions’ remain interesting and 
possibly fruitful, too, although in the essay I apply them very unsystematically. 

‘Aporia’ argues that the astrological community divides into four schools, attitudes and 
practices. I will list them here, accompanied by a few comments with the benefit of hindsight. 
 
‘Hermeneutic astrology’, a weird and wonderful hybrid of divination and Heideggerian 
phenomenology. ‘Aporia’ seems to be guardedly neutral about the former and sharply critical 
of the latter. My feeling in the last respect hasn’t changed, but not long afterwards I 
experienced the identification of astrology as a kind of divination (albeit a unique kind) as a 
liberating, even exhilarating, move. I wrote the Foreword to Geoffrey Cornelius’s seminal 
book on the subject, The Moment of Astrology (1st edn, 1994) and pursued the theme in my 
and Roy Willis’s Astrology, Science and Culture (2004).  

This school has continued to develop in the work of Maggie Hyde as well as Geoffrey, in 
and around the Company of Astrologers. Thankfully, it has also shed much of its earlier 
Heideggerian commitments in a search for more suitable metaphysics. James Brockbank’s 
thesis ‘The Responsive Cosmos: An Inquiry into the Theoretical Foundations of Astrology’ 
makes an important independent contribution to that search. (I tried myself in ‘Embodiment, 
Alterity and Agency: Negotiating Antinomies in Divination’, in the collection I edited, 
Divination (2010). The jury is still out on whether I succeeded, and it may be gone some 
time.) 
 
‘Psychological astrology’, a synthesis of astrology, Jungian depth-psychology and 
mythology. Arguably begun by Dane Rudhyar, its roots lie in Neo-Platonic and Hermetic 
astrology, largely as mediated by Theosophy. However, this school really kicked off with Liz 
Greene’s original and influential Saturn: A New Look at an Old Devil (1976) and her further 
work. It almost certainly remains the most popular kind of astrological practice today, 
although psychological astrologers are now more comfortable with the idea that what they do 
is ‘also’ divinatory. (My view is that theories or models influence but do not determine 
practice, so contradictions in the former respect are less important in the context of the latter.) 
 
‘Scientific astrology’, led by the pioneering work of Michel Gauquelin. Here my 
contribution was largely to try to distinguish between his genuinely scientific research (even 
if it was, in terms of the astrological tradition, destructive) and the profoundly unhelpful 
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scientism of Geoffrey Dean et al which gradually attached itself to his research. That 
distinction is still worth retaining. Given the overwhelming lack of interest and support from 
astrologers, scientists and the public alike, this kind of astrology – really, scientific research 
into astrology – has been struggling. It survives mainly, if not entirely, in the heroically 
ongoing work of Graham Douglas (most of it in Correlation and Patrice Guinard’s CURA 
website). 
 
‘Structuralist astrology’, inspired by the structuralist linguistics and anthropology of Levi-
Strauss and extending into the post-structuralism of Derrida that largely replaced it. (This 
subject was explored in the essays in Radical Astrology by Martin Budd and Graham 
Douglas.) Some interesting observations were thus enabled on the binary oppositions and 
gendered discourse of astrology (the latter also examined by Bernie Jay in her essay), but it’s 
fair to say that this school is now extinct; or rather, that it was never developed further. 
 
Twenty-one years later, in Astrology, Science and Culture, I took a still broader and more 
historical view and came up with the following schools, traditions and sensibilities : 
 

1. Divinatory astrology (this term now replacing ‘hermeneutic astrology’) 
 

2. Neo-Platonic and Hermetic astrology 
 

3. Aristotelian and Ptolemaic astrology 
 

4. Psychological astrology 
 

5. Scientific astrology 
 
I don’t propose to elaborate on this typology here; if you’re interested, please see my 
discussion in the book. I still stand by it, except that we need to add another category: 
 

6. Traditional astrology, 
 
by which I mean a school that closely and consciously draws on many of the same early 
modern, mediæval and classical traditions and techniques of astrology as divinatory astrology 
but rejects that self-understanding, along with its metaphysics, both theurgic and 
phenomenological. It is fairly anti-intellectual, on the whole – understandably, perhaps, but 
unfortunately, from my point of view. 
 
What else? Rob Hand is probably right that there is also a surviving Stoic strain in astrology, 
but I’ll let him tell you about that. And, of course, there are now several PhD theses which 
anyone interested in this subject should consult, including those by Alie Bird, Bernadette 
Brady, James Brockbank, Nicholas Campion, Geoffrey Cornelius, Bridget Costello, Rob 
Hand, Kirsten Munk and Garry Phillipson (forthcoming). Campion’s research is now 
available as a monograph: Astrology and Popular Religion in the Modern West (2012). See 
also a recent contribution by the late Luís Rodolpho Vilhena, The World of Astrology: An 
Ethnography of Astrology in Contemporary Brazil, transl. Graham Douglas (2014), including 
Douglas’s Introduction. Finally, there are some excellent and apposite articles, some of which 
will, I hope, become available on this website. 
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5.1A 

AN APORIA FOR ASTROLOGY Patrtck Curry May 1983 

"Apo~ia is a figure whereby the speaker sheweth that he -dcubteth, 
either where t .o begin for the mt.4ltitJAdE! of matter, or what to do 
or say in some atrange ambigJAOUB thing." (16~7} 

Introduction 

This essay is several thtn·gs. It is a description . of the world 
of modern English astrology; 1t is a critique of that world; and 
it is a prolegomena to the kind of involvement with, or. study of 
astrology that 1 now see as desirable. ln so far as the question 
can be justly asked, why have anything at all to do with astrol
ogy t my essay is also an 'aporia •• 

In contemporary English astrology, it is possible to discern 
at least three distinct cam.ps, with three different orientations 
toward astrology. My desc.riptions of each are drawn from personal 
observation, representative literature, and some empirical investig
ation by Newton (1981-2) and Le-wandowski ( 1982). · Altho~g.h the 
attitudes 1 sketch out can not be . associated with any specific ind
ividuals, they do have tnstt.tutional substructures (however loosely 
organized); they also tend to have a 'her:o(s)'. vho exemplifies 
and justifies those views to their ·holders. 

1 have used five rough-hewn conceptual dimensions, which 
suggested themse_lves in considering the material: 

( 1) Radical/conservative (in a non-normatl ve sense J toward astrol
ogy; a part of this consideration is the extent to which the 
person's beliefs about astrology are in/corrigible by 'outside' 
evidence .• 

(2) Social marginality, in relation to the overall social 'context. 
t3 J Elitist/populist. 
(4) Phll~sophically materialist/idealist. 
(5) Explicit/implicit; i.e. the extent to which rules of astrological 

interpretation are speclft~d and adhered to. 

The four attitudes are: 

·( 1) .Hermeneiutic astrology, to be found in the Astrological · Lodge 
of London; related · issues and people include (besides hermen
eutiC:s) phenomenology, mysticism, Heidegger (and Gad a mer). 

(2) Psychological astrology, to ~ found mainly in the Astrological 
Association; '.humanistic' astrology/P;sychology, Theosophy, 
Jung (and Rudhyar et al.). 

(3) Scientific . astrology, to- be found in a small gr-oup called AIR 
('Astrological Information and Research •) and elsewhere; phil
osophy/sociology of science, positivism, empiricism, GauqueUn 
(and Dean). 

(4) Stru.cturalist astroloft, to be found in RAG ('Radical Astr.ology 
Group 1 ); semiotics, ·post-structuralism or deconstruction, Oerrida 
<and F9uca.ult >. 
My .critique of all these positions proceeds in relation to rhis 

criterion: given lhe parlous state of the world today. and the 
amount of .human suffertng, and given also that acting in a con
certed, intelhgent and compassionate way could change some of 
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5.2A 

Hermeneutic Astrology (HA) 

Hermeneut1c astrology is a recent develo.pn1ent, whos~ present 
1nstitut1onal home is a much olde·r organization, the Astrolog1cal 
Lodge of London (until recently, of the Theosophica l Society ! . The 
latter gr.oup came into being in 1915. as part of the great occult 
r~vival of the time . The (now ) larger Astrolog1ca l Association brokE> 
a way 1n 1958. Just a few year s ago , the e lected positions within 
the Astrol ogic a l Lodge were taken by a number .of its younger 
members , who have since set the Lodge on a new and remarkable 
course. 1 nsti tutiona lly, it is no longer under the aegis of the T. S. 
Similarly, the pre-eminent philosophical tenets are no longer theo
sophical or even 'occult', but rather are those of M. Heidegger 
and H.-G. Gadamer, 'W'hich (for b.revity) I will call 'hermeneutics'. 
Finally , the paradigmatic kind of astrology advocated is . not natal 
but horary and mundane, ·especially according to 17th century 
rules. 

1 should make it clear that HA is not necessarily typical of 
the bulk of Lodge memb~rs. many of 'W'hom still practice primarily 
natal astrology and have nev.er heard of Heideg·ger. Nonetheless, 
it i s the kind of astrology unceasingly practiced, and preached , 
by the Lodge leaders·. · · 

ln the vie"" of HA , such astrology is, when correctly under
stood and practised , preci~ely and ~o""erfully 'true ', in the sense 
of spiritually helpf\ll. That is - an this is the distinctive point -
astrology is seen as essentially a 'Way of preserving and developi ng 
a ' magical ' attitude, at a time and in a society that is hostile 
to such an attitude. Such an attitude is identified 'With t he kind 
of mystical experience described in mystical and religious liter
ature , and in Heidegger's· philosophy. And by t he same -token, the 
·enemy' is identified as science, particularl y technological .science, 
and accompanying practical-manipulative-realist attitudes . 

The kind of astr:ology seen as best realizing a magical attune
ment ""ith the .universe is strictly traditional, a·nd ·usually horary 
or mundane . Natal astrology, by contrast, is perceived as intro
ducing an un'W'anted (and all too human) fuzziness into astrological 
judgement; the strict rules of horary, by contrast, ,permit sharp 
judgements. (See CorneUus, 1978-9). 

The purpose of the judgement i& not primarily to learn any
thing ne.., abo.ut the subject of the chart , or ·to communica.te such 
a thing to others. Instead of this - the tr.a:ditional poi nt of astro
logy - the point for HA is to confirm (or disconfirm ) that at the 
moment intuitively . (preferably inspiredly) chosen as the time for 
the chart, the chooser (or subject) was in harmony or unity 'W'ith 
the universe (or -object). as represented by the topic of the chart. 
For this reason, literal beginnings "in objective time" are fro'Wned 
on. And 'What confirms a state of unity h the "radic·ality" of the 
chart in question - e.g. the closeness of the appropriate planets 
(by traditional rulerships) to the M.C. or other angles, or by 
aspect - preferably in minutes, rather than degrees. of arc in 

· longitude. (Of course, a 'non-radical' chart can ·be disconfirming . 
What it can't disconfirm, however, is the efftcac.y of astro.logy.) 

A gOOd chart interpretation by a Lodge. leader is a remarkable 
hermeneutic .exercise . lt can .:point out ~create?) and elaborate 
meanings, and level& of meaning, that are inexhaustible ~y any 
modern scienc.e. ln this, U works in a way very similar ·to literary 
criticism and interpretation. At no point, of course, are considerat
ions of rigorous empirical accuracy about its subject permitted to· 



 
 

  

5.2B 

'intruoe; tne more so since. os J nave sa 1o, tnat is noT ih gpal. 
This kind of astrology is a craft or an - not a 'useful tool' 
(whlch is more the . attitude of psychological astrology), and cert
ainly not a science. Its point is self-realizatlon - "astrology 1s 
the direct expression · (the astrologer's) own condition." More than 
that, "Even if we vaguely recognize the potenllal of astrology as 
a way of self-understanding, we shirk away from s.eeing ourselves 
in the naked light .of astrology." (Watson, 1981). A. hard act to 
follow , but ·try we mu.st. 

Phi1o~ophically, · this ·attitud-e may be desc.ribed .as .soli pc ism . 
By HA' s ·own insistence, and that of Heidegger, it is not theism, 
and obviously not materi~hsrri. B.ut solipcism is a species of 
idealism, which HA alSo disavows - but not, 1 think, v·ery con
vfncingly. 

In its attitude toward astro~ogical doctrine, HA is highly 
cons.ervative. As remarked earlier, it prefers older, traditional 
astrology t~ newer .variants. ( 1 have heard it mooted by HA st~l
warts that ·the real downf~ll of ~strology began with the Greeks, 
circa 2nd century A •. D.) This attitu(;le pro~ects astrology against 
all but the most insistent . 'outside' . empirical evidence; the only 
testimony permUted epistemological weight is the attitude and a~tro
!o6i~a 1 cC'mpete!"'c'! of the testifi~r, and . other prirca f!lcie c:.strtlog
ical evidence. (For example, of the latter, a horary ·chart to decide 
whether . or ·not astrology is valid! at on.e Lodge talk. My point 
that there was no way the chart could answer in the negativeo met 
with incomprehension.) ln a sense. therefore, HA is psychologically 
the most ~omfortable · \iith astrology, because it is so well-protected. 

In relation to the overall social· context, however, the HA 
group is highly margin~l. 1 suspect these two facets ar·e not 
unrelated; :W'ith apologies for the amateur sociology, the marg.inal
izi·ng beliefs .Probably become charged with greater-than-usual sig
nificance; consequently they become both individualizing and 
precipus, and must be .protected; the strengthened .. unconventional 
convict-ions lead to further social definition · as marginal, and so on. 

It goes almost without saying that HA is elitist or esoteric; 
the Way is narrow, and many (or in. this case, a few) a .re called, 
but few (even fewer) · ·are chosen. 

Let us turn to the 'heroes•. l·n .. this context, it isn't difficult 
to understand the ·appeal . of Heidegger - a powerfully ob.scure 
thinker, turned towards 'Being' and away from soci:al triv.ia. or 
indeed , humanness as most of us know it; an uncompromisingly 
anti-scientific traditiol)alist and Romantic; the clearin.g in the 
Forest (or Twickenham, at a pinch). Heidegger·' s notoriously 
tortuous prose atyle is an attraction . for some - evidence that he 
is wre·stliJ.lg. with ·tssues that defy simple, superfict.al expression.
and ·equally· a . repubion for others - evidence . that he doesn. t 
really have much to say~ But there is one· big problem concern.ing 
·Heidegger, ltie su.bst~.nce ·of which seems fairly clear-cut, at least 
to begin with. That problem is the nature of ~oth :Heidegger a·nd 
his philosophy in relation to Nazism • . Briefly, to .start with his 
personal involvement, Heidegger acted as ·Rector o·f Freiburg ·univ
ersity in 1933-4 under ·the Nazi regime~· During , ·this period, he 
.appea·red· ~="·platforms wi.th pr9minent uniformed .Nazis, .and .extolled 
t~the inner· truth and · greatness of ··thi~ movement" (Na:uonal Social
ism). 

On the .other hand, •ccording to R. Kearney (.1983) and others, 
Heidegger' s involvement was reluctant .and undertaken in 'the .hope 
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of 'stemming the tide.' Perhaps the truth is somewhere in between 
- it was ambivalent. In any c_ase, Heidegger never, in the forty
odd years up till hts death in 1976, undertook to clarify, justify 
or explain his position. As K. Vonnegut has written of Celine, "it 
may at last be possible to perceive a twisted kind of honour in 
his declining to speak of remorse or to offer excuses of any kind" 
0982, p.273) . Or 1 may be being too harsh. But the principal 
issue, it seems to me, is whether or not Hetdegger's philoso&h~, 
which is so influential in the HA view, is objectively sympat et c 
to reactionary extremes. In trying to decide this, tt ts not necess
ary to ex·amine his llfe in great detail, so much as what he wrote 
and said. 

To my mind, there is little question that such an examination 
shows Heidegger to be deeply reactionary. The emphasis on ·rooted· 
ness · and 'authenticity,' shared with National Socialism. is not 
an accident . To quote George Steiner 0978, p. 118) • 

There is in Heidegger's supposition, itself at once metaphorical 
and mesmeric, that tt is not man who speaks where language 
is most full!t effective, but 'language itself through man, • 
an ominous hint of Hitler's brand of inspiration, of the Nazi 
use of the human voice as a trumpet played upon an immense 
numtnous (also a favourite word of ]ung • s, note) agencies 
beyond the puny vill or judgement of rational man. This motive 
of dehumaniz•tion is key . • • The idiom of the purely ontolog
ical blends with that of the inhuman. (My emphasis). 

This passagf' ts worth rE-membertng · thf" motH idf"ntiftf"it wfll 
re-appear elsewhere. 

1 would like the reader to be clear that 1 am not identifying 
any persons (or groups) with extremism; 1 am pointing out such 
elements in a view, as I will be doing again later . Such elements 
are (I maintain) implicit in the view, objectively speaking, regard
less of whether the holders of the views are aware of them or not . 

Other discussions (among many) which could be looked at are 
Gellner ( 1982), who sees the roots of modern fascism partly in 
Romanticism (which "had always been rather keen on das Daemon
ische, which excites in a way that reason cannot"); and Tebbitt 
( 1982), who points to the choice 

Between ( 1) the defence of the constricted formal rationalism 
disguised as ••• universal reason; (2) the reversal to irration
alism exploiting the hidden but increasingly visible weaknesses 
of this formal system; and (3) the emergence of a more expan
sive and realistic rationalism . It should be noted that Heid
egger is an unambiguous and explictty advocate of the second 
of these forces. (p.21) 

However sympathetic one may feel for the second force . as 
against the first, it is not an adequate substitute for the third. 
That fact is surely one lesson to be drawn from the short-lived 
resurgence of Romantic irrationalism in pre-war Germany and again 
in the late 1960s and early 1970s (both times accompanied by a 
renewal of interest in occultism and astrology). 

More recently, the philosophy of · HA has enjoyed a vogue tn 
academia; for example, Rorty (1980) presents a heroic trinity of 
Heidegger, Wittgenstetn and Dewey. The pairing of the first two 
lt certainly plausible, and an exaltation of ineffability and "that 
which cannot be said" (to which the young English philosopher 
F.P. Ramsey 11 supposed to have replied, "Yes and you can't 
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whistle it etther. ·· J . Note the <1trect tnhU>ttton tor prOhlDltton 1 ot 
critique: the importance of socio-cultural 'language games ' and 
consequently the emphasis on who is speaking, rather than what 
ts being said (see Lakatos ~b), brilliantly. tf polemtcally . 
on the "Wittgenstelnian Thought-police"). 

Lest one think that elitist conservatism comes in ugly apparel. 
a story of Russell's concerning Wittgensteln might be instructive . 

1 told him he ought not simply to state what he thinks true, 
but to give arguments for it , but-ne said arguments would 
spotl its beauty, and that he would feel as if he was dirtying 
a flower with muddy hands . . . t told him 1 hadn't the heart 
to say anything against that, and that he had better acquire 
a slave to state the argumenttt 

Wittgenstein, incidentally , was a major influe-nce on T.S. Kuhn. 
and the omnipresent 'paradigm · . 

Mystical anti- reason of the ' beautiful' sort can be heard at 
astrological lectures everywhere. With HA, however . it has been 
elevated from a matter of muddle-headed tolerance to a matter of 
principle and art . It is accompanied by techniques for outflanking 
logical and empirical criticism - for example, simply disqualifying 
statements by anyone who does not 'practice' astrology, or even 
has 'the wrong attitude.' A.nother common technique has been well
described by P . Bourdieu as "radical out-thinking." He writes that 
its practi Uoners · 

most reliable annexation strategy l5 to set himself up as a 
u a11bc..euder11 c..ull~\.tuusueb~ , ~· ·~oie "'j suvp1y lng Ule person 
or institution to which it addresses itself (in this case, bot h 
scientific and ' ordinary' astrology) with a self-truth of whic h 
that person or institution ·has been dispossessed. The typically 
philosophical strategy of radical out-thinking (one of Heid
egger' s favourite tactics) is used systematically in the 
struggle against the social sciences . . . ( 1980) 

Other strategies used to defend HA, and which are part of 
the view itself, include: (1) an attempt to devalue so-called 
"objective time" and prise it apart from moments of significance ; 
(2) a parallel attempt to divorce the "phenomenon of experience" 
from "the experience of an objective phenomenon" (Cornelius, 1982) 
and identify astrology soleley with the former; (3} a third parallel 
effort to radically distinguish between the single "unique" case 
and many cases, and again identify astrology solely with the 
former; and (4) an echo of the phenomoenologists' slogan, 'To the 
things themselves! ' - in pleas to "let the phenomena emerge by 
themn1ves" CWatson, 1981), and to see whether the astrological 
map "does or does not in fact yield astrological significance" 
(Cornellus, 1979). 

In this last instance particularly, I must alert the reader 
to a curiously close resemblance to a positivist strategy/attitude 
which will be encountered later. Both speak of • facts • (the one 
astrological, the other scientific) ~if these were unproblematic 
and needed little or no human interpretation or negotiation . 

Against the above points, 1 must assert that (1) there can 
be ~ experience without an objective, as well as a subjective, 
pole; (2) that the so-called unique case can only be made sense 
of in the context of one's experience of other cases - to which 
it has resemblances and differences and that the despised 
'avaraged' cases are made up Just of a multitude of 'unique • 
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experiences; and finally (3) that phenomena, while indispensible, 
do not interpret themselves -- and therefore can decide nothing 
by themselves . 

Gadamer (cited by at least two proponents of HA as an 
important influence} makes no drastic changes in any of this. 
He tones down the ontological sturm-und-drang, but retains a 
" Wittgensteinian paralysis of the critical impulse" (Giddens, 
1976, p. 65). For the record, I agree with Watson (1981) that 
"There is no intellectual position that one can occupy, no place 
to retreat to," from which to criticize in transcendental objecti
vity . But that does not make all criticisms equal -- that is, 
equally arbitrary -- nor does it justify turning the problem into 
a pseudo-solution 1 

To quote Kortian (1980, p. 131) 1 

Heidegger and philosophical hermeneutics emphasized the 
ontological pre- understanding which is present in all critique 
of understanding. But, does this argument necessarily imply 
t h at the contingent historical prej-udice which this pre
understanding inevitably incorporates must be endorsed? 

We have already noted how Heidegger 1 s approach lends self, 
willy-nilly 1 to a tacit endorsement of "historic~} prejudice". The 
s ituation is not improved with Gadamer, who cannot · 

sustain any notion of adequacy (or correctness) for interpreta
tions at all. .. Gadamer lapses into a (judgemental) relativism* 
m wh1cn tne nouon ot the corng1b111ty ot tnterpretatlons 
cannot be maintained . . . Thus there is change, but not 
development; melting but not transformation; a circle but not 
a spiral. (Bhaskar, 1979, p . 200) 

I ncidentally, it is striking that HA uncritically accepts a 
positi vist account of science, in an attempt to restrict the domain 
of science to the natural or physical world. This bears out Keat 1 s 
ob serv ation that "historically, the positivist conception of science 
has sometimes been adopted by those who wished to 1 protect' the 
legitimacy of religion or metaphysics against the claims of 
science." (1981 , p. 19) - and in particular, here, the claims of 
Gauquelin. ( I will be discussing below why a 'posi tivist account 
of science 1 is unacceptable.) 

1 t is only fair to add that HA also has the effect of preserv
ing traditional astrology (warts and all) more effectively than 
a ny other, except perhaps that of the British Museum. In this. 
HA manifests a kind of fidelity or integrity which is admirable 
and rare; and for that, we - even those who are interested in 
astrology in ways other tha as a Way - can be grateful. 

1 would even accept that the philosophy of HA, as discussed 
above, is harmless enough when indulged in privately, as an art 
of hobby. But that is not how it is presented by its advocates. 
Ra ther. HA is presented in the form of sweeping, dark and 'deep ' 
terms - a cosmological principle, ·a Way of Life . I hope 1 have 
ma de it clear why 1 believe that its acceptance tn those terms 
would be a reactionary, not a progressive, move to ·make. 
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Psychological Astrology 

Psychological astrology - so-called for rea·sons 1 will discuss 
in a moment - is much more widesp.read an approach to astrology 
than any other, among those whose interest exceeds the daily 
newspaper columns. Its insitutiqnal base in the U.K. is the 
Astrological Association - the largest such organization in Britain, 
which broke away from the Astrological Lodge - and the teaching 
organization, the Faculty of Astrological Studies. (The Lodge also 
has many 'psychological astrologers'.) Ironically. PA remains 
committed to a loosely theosophical view of astrology the 
existence of spiritual Principles, spiritual evolution, cosmic 
(macrocosmic) and human (mh.tOLosmkJ urdet. dnd ~I) on. Tht~ v1ew 
has •been rejected by scientific astrology, and abandoned by HA . 

The Astrological Association, natural home of PA, began 
principally in order to break free of adherence to specifically 
Blavatskian doctrines. however - to promote greater pluralism and 
populism, and to accommodate a growing interest in science as a 
way of uncovering Principles, and thereby progressively improving 
astrology. The resolution of these various moves was to adopt 
astrology as a kind of psychology. and pay greatest attention to 
natal astrology. 

Of course thls resolution, like most, was imperfect. There 
remains, quite perceptibly, a tension and abiguity within PA 
towards both science and religion. In general, PA is too secularly 
inclined . - and too concerned to maintain a broad church, so to 
speak · to accept the Clemands of o ngorous rellg1ous programme, 
whether traditional or hermeneutic. But the liberalism of PA has 
spawned what is, for it, something of a monster - G. Dean 1 s 
Recent Advance in Natal Astrolog~ (RA). RA, which began with much 
help and high hopes from PA s leading proponents, ended by 
turning on its tender-hearted and (from RA 1 s point of view) 
muddle-headed mentor. It attacks, for ex·ample. signs, houses and 
aspects (see later discussion under 'Scientific Astrology' ) ; where
upon PA not unnaturally feels compelled to defend itself. In any 
case, full-blown science is too esoteric (elitist) for the populism 
of PA, with its ideal of (so to speak) 'every man and woman an 
astrologer' • 

In terms of the dimensions applied above to HA, PA is 
comperatively more liberal (though hardly radical) towards astro
logy, and is socially somewhat less marginal. Philosophically, PA 
is decidedly idealistic (viz. theprimacy of spiritual principles) 
and ulimately theistic (God as the first such principle). It is not, 
however, solipcistic, in that a typical PA chart interpretation is 
meant to tell you spmething true of helpful about the subject of 
the chart, whoever or whatever that may be. In that sense, PA 
is 'realistic' - in which respect, it again finds itself between HA, 
which is anti-realistic, and scientific astrology, which accepts 
scientific but not 'common-sense' or naive reali~m. You ceratinly 
can't please 'em all, though PA tries hard. 

In the PA view, then, astrology - when suitably up-dated and 
flexibly applied is broadly true and practically helpful or 
therapeutic. And the paradigmatic kind of astrology is unquestion
ably natal. Interpreting birth charts necessarily involves a degree 
of imprecision, since the alternative is usually to be incorrect, 
or trivially correct. (All the human sciences have this problem 
as welL of course.) · 
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The 'helpful/true' distinction here pinpoints a key dilemma 
for PA. Astrology is seen as principally a tool or guide, essential
ly diagnostic, to help people live better;-more fulftlled (etc.) 
lives. But an assumption here, which usually goes unexamtned, 
is that there is a close relationship between what ts true and 
what is found helpful. ln discussions and arguments with holders 
of the PA position about the 'validity' of astrology, they in
variably infer the empirical truth of astrology from its being found 
personally helpful. More specifically, it is assumed that the chart 
interpretation has been found helpful, illuminating, etc. because 
it has accurately revealed characteristics of the person of which 
they were unaware, or imperfectly aware. The person is then in 
a better position supposedly to 'integrate' or 'express positively· 
these characteristics. 

The problem is that there are many ways to explain this -
interpretations seeming true, and being helpful - which don't 
require there to be any truth to them at all , beyond generaliza
tions true of most people (for details, see iyson (1982) and Dean 
( 1983)). The empirical truth of nearly all astrology is under fierce 
attack from the scientific wing, which points to everwh~lmingly 
negative evidence for the signs and houses, and onlr carefully 
qualified positive evidence for planets and angularity i.e., other 
evidence apart, the evidence suports their existence but not their 
usefulne.ss in astrological practice, since the effect is too weak). 

But PA is in general unwilling to follow the lead of HA in 
completely severing the common-sense link between 'truth' and 
'helpfulness'. In this awkward position . the PA astrologer can 
only hope fervently for Gauquelin' s (positive! ) scientific results , 
which reveal the weakness of the connection, to come to grief -
while continuing at the same time to argue against HA; or to 
maintain , like L. Greene {l~(l.O )! 

I don't worry about wh··• astrology operates. 1 'm concerned 
with individuals with prol>lems who come to me for counselling 
and in that context the last thing in the world that I need 
to know is how come a piece of rock in the heavens has a 
relationship with a person. Wh~t I 'm concerned with is the 
person. (1980) 

A clearer statement of the difference between PA and scien
tific astrology, incidentally, would be hard to find. 

This bring me to the heroes of PA, of whom Liz Greene is 
one. Another is Dane Rudhyar, the patron saint of 'humanistic' 
(and later 'transpersona:t') astrology. ( 'Transpersonal' is basically 
a neologism for 'spiritael' which is meant to be more acceptable 
to the sensitive modern ear - with its sensitivity to stuffy, and 
possibly even ascetic, overtones. Like many wonderful modern 
neologisms, it was born in California.) It is worth nothing in 
passing that both Greene and Rudhyar were strongly tnfuenced 
by Alice Baily . The latter inherited Blavatsky's mantle of htgh 
priestess in the occult world in the 1930's and '0' s, and her 
prolific writings were part of the occult revival in the last two 
decades. 

The deep interest in occultism also applies to the biggest 
PA hero of all (see D. Newton, 1982, p. 12) - Carl jung. jung 
won the un4ying gratitude of astrologers everywhere for actually 
saying something nice about them, and taking astrology seriously 
enough to conduct a ( sontewhat inept) experiment on it 0960). 
Even more fundamentally, the concerns of PA are reflected ln 
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)ung 1 s devotion to personality psychology, He 1 psychologized 1 

everything he touched, in a long and active career - biology 
( ' psychoid • archetypes). physi~s ( 1 synchronicity 1 ), culture 
(manifestatiorE of the collective unconscious), social and political 
events (outbreak of repressed unconscious material) and spirituality 

4he archetype of the Self). 
Jung himself was a charismatic, even shamanistic person. 

But A. Storr (1982) has commented, "the history of both religious 
and political movements shows (that) charismatic personalities and 
their doctrines must be sharply separated . " In other words, the 
latter may be less admirable or impressive than the former, though 
they often outlive their founders . I must say that this strikes me 
as true in ]ung's case . His own personality was often warm and 
tolerant, to the point of magnanimaty; the breadth of his interests 
was remarkable. But it is significant that jung 1 s own philosophy 
discourages that separation which Storr mentions . It exalts above 
all else the psychology of the individual, and encourages reference 
to that for evaluating ideas and statements. Such an approach 
invokes all the problems discussed above in connection with HA . 
It can only encourage authoritarianism and elitism; and there is 
a more serious danger in the stress on "das Daemonische, which 
excites in a way that reason cannot," and in "the numinous", which 
blends imperceptibly with the impersonal and inhuman. 

In his personal life, ]ung apparently distanced himself from 
German fascism (see ]affe, 1981) . And in a clear contrast with 
Heidegger, )ung claimed to be an empiricist ( 1967, eh. 12), and 
a~ ~Such . a 43cientht But herf' ~ glt : ~ . wt ftnd the here reflecting 
the group. )ung's 'empiricism' was far closer to that of Paracels us 
- i.e . , almost anything in the realm of experience is permitted 
to have epistemological consequences - than to the highly controlled 
kind of experience that is required by modern scientists, to count 
for or against theories. As D. Newton wryly noted (1982, p. 13) , 
"Research has a special meaning in astrological circles, where 
everyone does it." 

Unfortunately, Jung was strongly affected by the science of 
his early days, particularly the physics . He preserved this 
influence ln a highly reified concept of mind (e.g . , "psychic 
energy"), based on mechanistic metaphors. It is ~y belief that 
such metaphors serve us badly, by 'thingifying' and therefore 
misleading ... · us about the very sorts of things astrologers - and 
social scientists have to understand: interactions, patterns, 
r~lations and so on. Jung's psychology, and much of the human
isti.c psychology that followed in its wake, encourages a speciously 
radical distinction between the 'inner • and 'outer • worlds - as 
if either could make up experience alone - and devalues the latter. 
Having psychologically atomized everyone, each person is en
couraged to experience his soul . as a "thing lurking there deep 
within him" (D. Adams, 1982, p. 55). Finally, the theory tries 
to make amends with a crude concept of 'projection'. Quite apart 
from obscuring our interdepence, and therefore our responsibiltties 
to each other, such an approach is the death of real criticism; 
the· status quo is never threatened. 

The best intellectual antidote to all this is Bateson (1972) , 
albeit the critical dimension is still missing from his 'systems' 
approach. Recently, however, Bhaskar (1982) has made good that 
deficit, tn an important essay . 

1 hope it is clear that 1 am not attacking jung the man. 
Rather 1 am pointing out why 1 believe his approach, and that of 
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PA in so far as it embodies his, is now more of hindrance than 
a help - to astrologers and non-astrologers a like. 

1 have discussed ]ung' s psychologism. One consequence 1 h~ve 
not yet mentioned, although it is too _prominent a feature within PA, 
is the related tendencey towrds self-absorption. One European 
interpreter of 'humanistic' astrology, and of Jung and Rudhyar 
in particular, has said that "The great froblem for all of us 
how to live a balanced and harmonic (sic life ... " (A . Ruperti, 
1976; in a lecture entitled "The Astrology of Individual Fulfilment"). 
Well .•. m·ost of us do try to lead 'a balanced life', but by what 
stretch of the imagination that "the great problem'' for all of us? 
1 t is difficult not to reply - nice work if you can gettt' Even 
allowing for a generous interpretation of this statement (which 
is not untypical in PA), the problems of most people are rather 
more basic than that. And what foothold for a concerted social 
action or a politics to meet some of those problems · is there in 
a programme of "individual fulfilment"? Such a programme may 
have seemed less conservative and self-serving in 1976 than it 
does in 1983, but l'm afraid the answer then, as now, is 'very 
little'. And 1 hardly need add, I hope, that a • spiritual • or 
'occult' packaging does nothing to alter this situation. 

-In conclusion, PA is the most centrist, tolerant, and possibly 
muddled of the approaches to astrology discussed here. Muddle 
is not always a bad thing; it often goes with tolera-tion, for which 
there is much to be said. While depriving PA of some of the power
fully-felt sense of vurpose of HA and scientific astrolo.gy, it makes 
PA a haven to many. Of course, the tolerance of PA has limits 

roughly bounded by the metaphysical extremism of HA on the 
one hand and scientific extremism of the other. Within those limits, 
however, PA successfully keeps a broad church, including contacts 
between people and groups {such as all those I am discussing) 
who might otherwise never meet. 

That said, the same attributes make a.ny resolution of issues 
more unlikely. It is hard not to see the pursuit of astrology as 
individualistic psychology as, in part, an adaptation to modern 
ideology. I'm fairly sure it will survive, perhaps even thrive, 
and continue to help individuals in its way. But while tts chances 
of becoming more self-critic~l are so low, PA is unlikely exceed 
offering a 'cosmic' and supportive panacea. 

Scientific Astrology SeA 

By the term • scientific astrology •, 1 do not mean the optnton 
that present-day astrology i& a science; 1 mean the belief that 
astrology ' possibly constitutes a proto-science, or a developing 
one, and that proper scientific research is the way to develop 
it. 

SeA is represented by a small but far-flung network of people 
conducting and/or following such research. Such people are not 
typically themselves • practising' astrologers. They are best res pres
ented by the journal Correlation, some of whose editors and assoc
iates meet informally, at varying intervals, to discuss and coordin
ate research. 

The position of SeA is more or less opposite that of HA, with 
PA somewhere in between. Most obviously, SeA has embraced modern 
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science (which HA /abhors), for reasons that are not always well
understood. Certainly there is a desire for scientific recogpit}pn 
and support, to ~nd the centuries-long exile of astrology from 
Western high culture. And certainly part of the reason for that 
wish is that exile (which 'scientific astrologers' - actually re
searchers - share) is lonely, low-status and not much fun, to say 
nothing of badly-paid. But such exile is also correctly seen as 
inbred and ,sterile. Few sights are mo.re pathetic than people talk
ing to themselves, who have obviously forgotten how to talk, and 
to listen to anyone else . 1 would guess there is no-one of the SeA 
persuasion who has not shared the dismay of A. Levy : 

1 often get the feeling, after talking to astrologers, that they 
live in a mental fantasy world, a kind of astrological universe 
where no explanations outs.ide of astrological ones are per
mitted, and that if the events of the real world do not accord 
with astrological notions or predictions, then yet anothe·r astro
logical technique will have to be invented to explain it. (1982) 

(This attitude has already been discussed, above.) The desire 
for scientific recognition, then, is not purely self-interest. 

SeA. sees the remedy for this parlous condition of astrology 
to be the shar.p and -sobering air of 'hard facts' . That was cert
ainly the belief of one SeA hero, 1ohn Addey. Comparing modern 
astrology to pre-Galilean, theological y don:tinated physics, he wrote 
that "Today, it is the observations of Michel Gauquelin that are 
supplying the needed ' brute fach ... , '.982' Those facts a:-t arrived 
at by as scrupulous as possible an application of scientific methods 
to astrology, in an attempt to root out all wishful thinking and 
arrive at ' the truth' about astrology. 

The attitude of SeA toward astrology, then, is that there is 
'something to it' - a core of truth (or ''nugget of gold," in 
Kepler' s metaphor, sometimes quoted by Gauquelin), sur-rounded 
by a great deal of gullibility and obfuscation.· That core may be 
of great interest and even h_ave great consequences, without necess
arily being - at least in the short run - of any practical use. 

This position ·is radical toward astrology; more than any other 
position here, beliefs about astrology are open to being discon
ftrmed by evidence and criticism. (I am not suggesting they are 
totally open; that doesn't occur anywhere, as far as can be seen. 
But SeA is certainly more open; to the point where negative scient
ific evidence can, ananas. extinguished belief in astrology com
pletely.) In this way, SeA proponents are the most uncomfortable 
of all in their cognitive relationship to astrology; the ground of 
their belief is constantly under threat, and relatively unprotected 
by a ban on non-astrological evidence and explanations - cf. HA. 

Socially speaki~g, SeA is the least marginal of the four. Apart 
from its closer relation -to modern scientific ethos. the number of 
academic degrees points to at least some measure of integration 
into the intellectual community. 

On both these dimensions, 'radical' and 'marginal', SeA stands 
roughly opposite HA. But on another, they are s-imilar: SeA tends 
to be elitist, or esoteric (in a social sense). A scientific and/or 
academic training is har.d-won, and not available - for reasons 
of resources or disposition - to many. In this respect, SeA stands 
opposite to the wide appeal of PA. SeA's esotericism extends to 
the delivering of judgements by a qualified elite - in thu case, 
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a scientific elite:; in the case of HA, a hermeneutic elite . 
Lastly, the position of SeA phtlosophically is clearly one of 

(traditional, non-Marxist) materialism 

Who are the SeA heroes' John Addey is one, as already men
tioned. Actually, Addey's work on 'harmonics' (1976) spans SeA 
and PA - the latter not tn terms of signs-and-houses (which he 
actually mistrusted l but of spiritual principles, approachable 
through a kind of scientific numerology, very much in the spirit 
of Kepler . That the theory of harmonics tries to connect SeA and 
P A is both its importance and its problem · tt tends to be dis
trusted as too scientific by PA astrologers . and as too mystical 
by SeA researchers' Whether or not harmonics will bear out their 
early promise . chances don · t look good But certainly Addy himself 
felt strongly that ''there is no inconsistency between such (scientific 
or empirical) observations and the 'higher reason · of a truly phil
osophical view ·· (1982>. 

Personally . 1 agree, up to a point, with his . prescription 
for astrology lt' s not that every (or even necessarily any) body 
of knowledge must undergo the same kind of puriflcatlon-by-empirlc
ism as the natural sciences did, starting in the seventeenth 
century Simply. astrology in the late 20th century · for purely 
contingent reasons · would be better for it. But here my opinion 
overlaps 'A'ith some problem·atics in SeA, which requires further 
exploration below 

Another SeA hero 11 Geoffrey Dean, with bright sword of Fact, 
cutting through the Fog of belief. {Don't forget that the heroes 
of ont gtoup l. t:-ucJ H. aypear a~ the ~lllatns for other anu ovpo~1ug 
groups.) 1 myself have accused Dean of "positivism''; others have 
identified him as "empiricist" But as Giddens (1977, p . 29) has 
observed, 'post ti vist' today is ''more a term of abuse than a tech
nical term of philosophy." And Keat ( 1981) has identified at least 
four distinct senses of 'positivist'! 1) scientism, 2) a positivist 
conception of science, 3) scientific politics, and 4) value-freedom 
of facts . In what sense, tf any, may Dean's work· be called 
positivist? 

His Recent Advances in Natal Astrolo ( 1977) is not just a 
compendium o researc • t asserts a radical distinction between 
"science and opinions" (on the title page), "Belief versus Truth" 
(p.3), and "Facts or Fog?" (p.l5). 

This reminds one of the HA injunction, quoted above, to see 
whether the astrological chart "does or does not in fact yield astro
logical significance." Both positions appeal to 1 facts • and • the 
truth • as non-problematiC and therefore decisive . And for that 
reason, both are misleading and must be rejected . The truth does 
not come bearing a label marked "T.he Truth": it must be partly 
constru~te~, ~ human beings, as a theory(s). ln this process, 
the 1 underdetermination of theorTes by facts' - i.e. that facts 
can never, by themselves, determine completely the theory to be 
arrived at - is well-known. ( See, e.g. M.Hesse, 1980) . 

Having said this, it is also necessary to add that facts/the 
phenomena must not be left out of the picture, either' - on pain 
of a cut-off, self-referential world .of Theory, such as we have 
already remarked many astrologers to inhabit. 

The kind of positivism 'Recent Advances' manifests, then, 
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is more properly called scientism. It has been defined as follows. 

. . . the view that science alone represents a genuine form of 
human knowledge. (Keat, 1981. p.l6) 

. . . science's belief in itself: that is, the conviction that we 
can no longer understand science as one form of possible know
ledge, but rather must identify knowledge with science. 

(Habermas, 1972, p.4) 
roughly, the view that the only rationality is scientific 

rationality . . . that only statements with observational content 
are potentially 'knowledge'. and that only they are subject 
to rational discussion. (Geuss, 1981. p.27) 

This subjeC't ha& been exhaust: vfl} 4lua . 1 .. ~J a11d dH, ... u!>sed 
by the above authors as well as Bhaskar f1979) . Feyerabend f1976> 
and Giddens (1977). Assuming (somewhat controversially) Popper Is 
account of science to be posittvlstic, and Kuhn 1 s account to be 
irrationaltstic, more satisfactory attempts have been made by 
Lakatos 0978a), Hesse (1980) and Bhaskar. Finally, positivism 
has been most consistently criticised by the Frankfurt School, esp
ecially Habermas. 1 can only make a few remarks here . 

Firstly, 1 have already mentioned why the position of 'Recent 
Advances', which is an extreme variant of SeA, must be rejected. 
As Habermas points out, replacing epistemology with methodology, 
when attempted rigorously. involves losing the concep~- of the 
human subject, who actually does the knowing . Everything appar
ently becomes a matter of 'objective' knowledge-generation and 
eval uauon I and the 1ndtvtdua1 "'r~n-. ~rs assumea out oJ ex1stence. 
This is a sham, of course. And once again, there ts an uncomfort
able parallel here with the HA loss of the human subject - except 
as a 'voice' or a 'vehicle 1 

- as well as, to a lesser extent, the 
PA prone.ness to seeing the individual as at the mercy of mighty 
psychic and/or spiritual forces. 

Even in its weaker forms, while (rightly) encouraging people 
to be critical, 

the positivist's notion of 'rationality' is too narrow and re
stricted • • • by excluding normative and metaphysical beliefs, 
preferences, attitudes, etc. from the realm of rational discuss
ion and evaluation, the positivist leaves us without guidance 
about important areas • . • and thereby abandons whole areas 
of our life to mere contingent taste, arbitrary decision and 
sheer irrationality. (Geuss , p.28) 

In a strictly positivist view, for example. this entire essay 
- being largely non~mpirical - is actually irrational. including 
any effects it might have on its readers. 

On top of these objections , there is the way scientism lends 
itself to ideological use, so to speak. That is, basic features of 
our economic, social and political life have in fact resulted from 
historical human activity, and are therefore, in principle at least, 
al1erable by human activity. What sclentism offers the conservative 
status quo (or status retro, for that matter) ts a golden opportun
ity to present these very features as part of the • natural', and 
therefore unchangeable, world. 'Critical Theory' 1.s Habermas' 
remedy for this situation. There are many problems with it (see 
Geuss, Keat and Bhaskar), which need not concern us here; what 
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is obvious is the lack of a strong critical awareness, and the 
need for it, in every orientation to astrology that I have so far 
discussed. 

As before, 1 hope it is clear that 1 don't impute thes~ views 
to Dean himself. I am here rejecting the extreme view put forth 
in RA, and representing an element within SeA. For quite apart 
for tne need to discourage scientism as ideology, people cannot 
live by facts alone . They must and will have meaning, whose 
r elationship to facts, while intimate, are a great deal more complex 
and problematic than thfs kind of SeA recognizes. 1 

At the same time, as stated earlier, 1 do think astrology 
needs some help, of a kind not forthcoming from its 'friends' a.nd 
self-appointed guardians. I have already criticized both HA and 
PA as uncritical and mystifying, tending to exalt the inhuman, 
and therefore (in all this) 'unhelpful'. Agai-nst this, a dose of 
deflationary facts may well help - not for any absolute value 
they have, but as • the thing needed •. Such a position, which 
might be called 'critical positivism', or (after B. Crick) 'left
wing Popperianism', includes a qualified adoption of RA. But 
unlike full-blown SeA, 1 do not think that scientific fads alone 
are going to • sort out astrology • - for the simple reason that 
there are moral, mormative and (broadly) political considerations 
at the h.eart of the matter, which purely empirical science - such 
as that of RA - leave untouched. It is my main intention in this 
essay to bring these considerations to light, and to maintain that 
what astrology 'really needs' are the human sciences - history, 
anthropology politi«:"5 

I have left till the end the superhero (or archivillain} in 
SeA - Michel Gauquelin, and his wife and colleague Francoise . 
That place is guaranteed by his Herculean labours to turn astro
logy into a science, and/or show it (and in what parts) to be 
scientifically untenable. Extraordinarily enough, and to the horror 
of both believers (especially HA) and enemies of astrology, he 
appears to have used impeccably scientific methods to find some
thing - so-called 'core of truth •. (See my 1982a) ThlS is a 
fascinating and highly revealing story, and needs much more 
scrutiny than 1 can give it here . But just to point out some of 
the main features -

The results of this twenty-five years of research (1) fail to 
support aigns, houses or aspects; (2) but support (with some 
qualifications) the traditional astrological meanings of the planets 
themselves, and angularity; (3) and were obtained in a way that 
"stands up to a careful degree of scrutiny, and compares favour
ab 1 y with the best (work) that has been done in psychology, 
psychiatry, sociology or any of the social sciences" ( Eysenck 
and Nias, 1982, p . 221). (T·he latter claim is, of. course, bitterly 
disputed by scientists belonging to anti-occult groups.) 

For these reasons. Guaquelin' s work is the paradigm for SeA; 
but equally, it is anathema to the anti-scientific astrologers of 
HA, and the more 'spiritually' oriented astrologers of PA, since 
by using science to verify some but not all (or even most) of 
astrology, Gauquelin ·has succeeded in oreaking through the 
hermetic barrier separating astrology from science. In an effort 
to stave off this development, which threatens the security of those 

1 Dean (1983) •akes •uch •ore careful and precise clji•s, which are consequently 
very effective . 
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on both stde$ of the barrier, we find an unholy alliance of positi v
ists and hermeneuticists! - for example, L. Jerome' s polemical and 
historically inaccurate account of astrology as 'magic', and G. 
Cornelius ' (1978, p. 91) ap.proval of that account. One is forcibly 
reminded of the way that both the Labour and the Conservative 
parties in Great Britain are in perfect agreement on the need to 
oppose proportional representation. 

Incidentally, my criticisms may have left some readers with 
the impression that to oppose astrology is prima facie enlightened. 
It is true that, as 1 have said, ·the critical/political dimension 
is missing in modern astrology, and for that reason astrology -
or rather, the uncritical attitude it fosters - lends itself to 

exploitation by the conservative Right. But lt would be incorrect 
to assume that those anti-astrology are enlightened fellows! The 
arch-enemy of astrology in America is the CSICOP (Committee for 
the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal) (currently 
under investigation by the COPRA - Committee for the Prevention 
of Ridiculous Acronyms). The members of CS I COP are reputed to 
be as far to the right and as Reaganite as the President could 
want . That in fact has been a problem between themselves a-nd 
their equally anti-astrology counterpart in France, the CFEPP 
(guess); the latter is composed importantly of members of the 
Fr-ench Communist Party - for which Stalin, it will be remembered, 
was an unfortunate error. Whence enlightenment? On the one hand, 
we have an ideology of reactionary 'reason', on the other an ideo
logy of orthodox Marxist-Leninist rationalism. 

Readers may be interested to hea1 that when one leadtng anti
astrology scientist was asked what he thought belief in astrology 
led to, he replied, "Jonestown" (the mass-suicide cult in Guyana) . 
One can see his potnt . . . a long way off. But the choice, fortun
ately, does not have to be between a cult of reason and a cult 
of unrea~on, because science does not have to be the one, nor 
astrology the other. Above all, a critical study of science and 
of astrology is the best insurance against cultism tout court. 

1 once entertained hopes that as science seemed to stand like
liest to change astrology, so too a scientific astrology was likeliest 
to change science. The effect could be 'positive' - say, a kind 
of theoretical humanisation . of science through the recognition of 
qualities, formerly thought to be only human, in the fabric of the 
cosmos. But equally, at least, a scientific astrology might simply 
pull astrology into the modern maelstrom of state-directed techno
logical-military-industrial practice. Disheartening as that would 
be, it would not, in fact make democratic political control of that 
practice any more difficult to achieve, or any more urgent, than 
it is today. 

In any case, both outcomes seem highly uhlikely to me now. 
The question is whether or not the astrological research programme 
as such will be able to survive, in the face of the preponderance 
of negative over positive resear.ch results, and the difficulty of 
obtaining sufficient cooperation from the scientific community to 
even properly replicate the positive findings, let alone explain 
them. The hopes and ideals of SeA notwithstanding, it will be 
social and strategic factors, not purely 'scientific' ones, that will 
decide this in the end. 
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Structuralist Astrologx (StA) 

Structuralist astrology is by iar the newest and . numerically 
smallest pos~Uon, · which makes it premature to attempt more than. 
speculation about where .it stands. My impression Is that . . it Is 
conservative towar~s astrology - more interested .in analyztng it 
as it is, than in "changing or improving it - and socially perhaps 
more marginal than SeA, but less than HA. (l;>y reason · .. of . its 
intellectualism). Li'ke them, and unlike PA, it · ts more elitl$t than 
otherwise - its concepts and terminology are not easily· n:taiter~d • . 

On the remaining dimensions, 1 am somewhat at j . loss to 
knov vhere to place StA. The rules · of structuraltst .- interpretation 
a re often explicit to the point of prolixity, . but so. non- empirical 
as to be almost infinitely flexible, t •. e. functionally i~plictt. This 
is something . tt a~tually shares with much astrology • wh.ai · it 
is supposed .to interpret and Illuminate! . 

Philosophically , 'structuralism • stretches fro~ the critically 
materialistic eye of Barthes to the almost pure idealism (disguised 
as materialism). of Althusser. lndeed, 1 think the same tension 
i s present within StA. · . 

What we can do is to look at some of · the StA heroes, vho 
include Barthes, Derrida and (possibly) · Lacan. Firstly, I have 
little to say about, and less against, R. Barthes. See · ·his 
Mythologies (transl.l973). for an introduction to his. work! ·lt 
exemplifies the kind of structuralism most sympathetic to material 
and historical critique. (Another example might ·be Foucault, to 
be mentioned later. ·) For Barthes, Interestingly~ "L' astrologle est 
l a litterature du monde petit-bourgeois" (from ·the French edition 
of Mythologies). On.e question he didn't consider is : is that · .an 
it is? . ,.;·. . . -

1 find it dlfticult to see how a strictly structuralht, syn
chronic approach to astrology - e.g. Saussurean or Levl-Strausstan 
- would be able to answer anyt~ing . but ·'yes' • . It is certainly 
possible to analyze astrology as a language. or .totemic syst~m. 
vith fruitful results: see Budd 0981) and Douglas (1981) , and 
my review of the latter (1983) . But the limits of a purely structur
alist analysis coincide with where a number of . possible other .kinds 
of analyses begin - e.g. · 1) the realtst claims of Gauquelln and 
others; 2) a historical, diachronic study, . aiming to .recover the 
past as it is concealed in astrology, and thereby illuminate the 
present; even 3) a more muscular soctoloaical study of astroloay. 
the class/status/power aspects of Us adherent• and so on. Without 
undertaking tn addition, at least some of ·these other •pproaches, 
1 see no vay that astrology can appear to · StA as other th!-n one, 
probably bourgeois, social c;onstruct among ma~y. Such constru_cts 
are interesting, of course: but ·astrology . per · se would lose a lot 
of its interest construed in this way. . 

J. Lac an, I must say, strikes .. me ·as pure fraud (as rigorously 
pure as possi·ble} - "an intellectual mystlfter and cultist, wlth 
an explanatory system which does .not explain and a psychoanalysts 
vhich renders human nature inftnitdy obscure." (Webster, 1981). 

A tiny example: 

Lac an: "Everything emerges from · the structur:e of the signtfler 
Does this explanation s'attsfy you? Was that the 

question you asked?" 

Q: "No • • • " 
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Llican: "Look, ~·hat i ·noticed was there :. was a SUture, the 
pseudo-:identi!Jcation, ~hat exhts between· w-hat 1 called 
the tt.me ·or terminal arrest of the gesture and what, 
In another . dialectic .that .· 1 called the dialectic of 
identtltcatory haste, · 1 put as · the ltrst item, namdy 
the ··moment of s~etng." · ( 'Webster) 

Let's compare a sample of ~~idegger, orie of · the · major .influ
ences on Lacan: . 

One belong a to -the otheri oneself and enhances thelr power. 
The 'others.',. whom one thua designates · in .~rder to cover up 
the fact ·or · one's belonging to them e·uenttally oneself, are 
those WhO proximally . and for the most part 1 a re there I in 
everyday. b~ing-wtth-one-another •. the .'who' h not this one, 
not that one, not oneself, not. some people, and not the sum 
ol 'them all. The 'who' · h the ne~ter, .!!!! ·"t~jY'. · · 

. rom Stetner, p. 90) 
. ' 

Ex~ellentt . But nov· compare the 
Reagan at baf~egab: 

Q: "That ·wasn't my question. 
didn't ask." · 

second-rate ertorts or President 

You . answered a question 1 

Reagan1 .: "I'm answering the q·uestton because . the question 
you asked me h ~ the answer h so obvious. That obviously, 
after these years .. or .~ut-of~ontrol a.nd built up to the level 
they hi.ve, there'.• ·no one that pretended · that you could -
thi;s then would have to · go to .the states for ratification. There 
~ould be a .period of time before lt va.s actually put in place. 
And in . th~t period of tlme, you woul~ have an opportunity 
to work out a budget whi~h would .not have .to penaltze people 
who are depende~t nov, because, on the Government for help ." 

(New Yorker, 22 Oct . l982, p . 185) 

Not bad~ but lt'.s obvious vhat's mtutng to make it perfect 
- not enough neologllms! He could have used some lessons from 
L. Ron Hubbard, or 'Werner Erhard' - or ,ven closer to home, 
from Alexander Hatg, who 10 successfully 

.paradox~d ~11 a.uditionera· by abnorm~lling h\1 responds so 
that verba were nouned, nouns verbed and adjectives adverb
bed. He techniqued .a nev .vay to vocab'ulary hts thoughts 
10 · as to tnformattonally · uncertain anybody listening about 
what he · had actually · tmpltcattoned ••• 

(The 'Guardian', leader, 1980) 

1 don't thtn~ . ·1 need to go tnto detail - · it vas done over forty 
years ago, ~nd brllll~ntly, by George Orvell in an essay called 
"Poltttcs and the English Language." Read it, for an antidote. 

Returning to astrology, tn this connection, 1 recently received 
a letter from an American astrological organhat\on which assured 
assured me that 

. . 
The imminent rile in the · interest of research has produced 
some excelletit beginnings. We are · very much avare of the 
poutbiUUes along theie l~nes at the present time . Please knov 
of our interest ln cooper·atlng vlth their vorktng . forvard "With 
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us . Th is wi ll be to reach some·. of the goa~s we are mutua~ly 
are looking toward. 

Apart \from contexting the situation nuancingly, this may raise 
an interesti ng question for StA: if astrology is like a language, 
or just is one. is this 'What American· astrology is Uke? 

Another he r o is Jac1ues Derrlda, ~ difficult and n·ow influential 
philosopher who m us~, 1 m afraid ~ despite his · insistence c:>n his 
playfulness - be taken more seriously. A good introduction exists 
( Norr is. 1982). .Obviously it is not possible for· me to discuss 'post
structura lism' comprehensively . - but here goes . The term itself 
arises from Derrtda 's attempt . · to follow thr~ugh and make con
sistent Saussure's original proposition that in a language, the 
5ign is a lways 'arbitrary'. This is usually explained as meaning 
:hat the 'signified' (or concept ) in no way justifies or explains 
what 'signifier' is used to convey it. Derrida follows this through 
by rendering language, . or the 'text', . as comp~etely independent 
from any cons iderations of reality' (empiric;al . or other'Wise) or 
re f ere nee. 1 n this 'radically metaphorical' construal, language 
is ~as Seung (1982} nicely puts it) "finally released from the 
verba 1 karma o f .r eference and representation". And · Derrida uses 
this strategy to find and criticize in everyone · else's texts 
(includ ing Heidegger's) as "metaphysics of presence"- the desite 
for and erroneous postulation of certainty, of fixed existence. 
Dcrrtda correctly perceived that such is the implication of 
Saussure's original idea, but that Saussure himself failed · to 
reahze it. . . 

The trouble is that if you think Saussure' s deC.inition was 
wrong or inadequate in the first place, Derrlda.• s move ·tboks like 
an amputation for an in-grown toe-nail. The 'toe-nail • is the fact 
that the Saussu-rian ·signified' conflates the concept '!'ith the 
thing . so to speak, that the concept is of. The "arbitrary" 
connection bet ween the signifier and the signified then attaches 
itself implicitllj and i.llegitimst(l~- to the connection 'bet'Ween 
the sign as a whole and the thing referred to • 'Which further 
results in a specious 'i ndependence' of the text from its real, 
materia 1 and hi storica 1 conditions. Structurallstn thus "has .no mode 
of reflecting upon its own Qrlgins, as itself. the ·product ·of a 
part icular set of socio-cultural circumstances .•• " (Glddens, 
1979. p. 28). By the same token, structuralism will not be inclined 
to focu s that 'Yiay on other phenomenon, since history, viewed th'is 
way . is reduced to simply one code among ot}:lers. 1 need . hardly 
stress that such an approach, within StA or elsew·here, cannot 
possibly lead to the kind of critical, and . self-critical, a'Wareness 
that 1 ha ve been argu ing for. . 

1 t is tru e that Derrida places his own concepts · 'under 
era sure' to remind one of the constant mutation of . all si-gnification. 
The fact that some readers un9erstand his books (or c.lalm to) 
shows up the incohe re nce of his argument, which 1s not rede.emed 
by a scattering of typographical slashes to show !'erasure". Neithe r 
ts thts move a recovery of 'history _' . . Rather .Derrlda's sop to 
random and mast erless change is fully in line 'With what _has been 
corectly called (by Jameson, 1972) "the mos t scand.alous aspect 
of structuralism, it s aggressive anti-humanism;'. For along 'With 
the disappearance of history (into cha.nge) goes the human subject, 
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as actively consituted in historical· time. 
For further reference, the reader should look at li. P •. Thompson' s 

The · Poverty of . Theorn ( 1978) • . Thompson explores the intimate 
connections bet.,..een A thusser' s anti-humanist and anti-empiric a 1 
structuralism which extolls history as a '.'process without a 
subject", and persons as "bearers of structures" (!) - and the 
legitimation of Stalinism, e.g. within the French C. P., of ""hich 
Althusser ""as a leading theoretician. 

Thempson' s book should be required reading for astrologers, 
researchers of all kinds and historians, for its brilliant defence 
of · the: need for empirical controls, and Of critical history. He 
shows ho~ Althusser 

falsifies the 'dialogue' . with empirlca 1 evidence inherent 
in kno.,..ledge-production, and in Marx' s o""n practice, and 
thereby fall continually into modes of thought desjgnated 

· in the Marxist tradition as • idealist': in particular he 
confuses the necessary empt rlcal dialogue ""ith empiric t sm ... 
(and) confiscates reality . of its determinant properties, thus 
reducing the reality to a Theory... (pp. 196, 215) 

The reader may recall that above 1 argued . against 'reality' 
determining anything by · itself; but 1 also said it must not be 
ignored! Both are ·attempts to place issues of intense human concern 
beyond human invoL\Itft\CI\.t especially questions and criticism. 
Ana therefore poth are de-humanizing. 

( Na: Thompson has · been attacked recently for holding 
supposedly anti-Marxist ideas of • value-freedom • ( Warde, 1982); 
but Kea t ( 1981) provides a . good defense of the compa tt bi li ty of 
V-F with socialism.) · 

1 should . add that deconstruction and structuralism can have 
critical- and illuminating ·applications (see · Ryan, 1982-r:- SincE' 
they have only very recently been brough to bear on astrology, 
it is early to ask whether that ""ill be so here. We may, however, 
look a.t some of the first such attempts. Douglas ( 1981) and 
Budd (1981) present some fascinating elaboration of astrological 
interpretations, via metaphor and metonymy, etc. But lt is ""orrying 
that Budd, o.t least, demonstrates ont of StA' s hero's cavalier 
attitude · to human . and historical reality. He writes, "An astrolo
gical message i.s understood only through a kno.,..ledge of astrolo
gical· symbols and ho"" they ·. r·ela te to each · other ••• " ( p. 50). 
While such . a kno.,..ledge - a typical concern of . StA :- is important, 
it ·is . . seriously deficient ""ithout also kno.,..ing ( 1) ""hat empiric a 1 
rea~ities, if any, dd · they r-efer ~and (2) ""ho has used these 
symbols, ··.,..hen·, ~o"" and for what purpose(s)? · 

Equally ""orr-yingly, when Considering · the root meanings of 
(e.g.) the planets by ''looking for how they ""ere derived at the 
·beginnings of astrology.. an important hi,s~orical question 
he ·recommands · t""o utterly unhlstorical, even slapdash texts : 
Carter'·s Zodiac . and · the Soul and . Rudyar' s The Astrology of 
Personality. 

That sa id , I· don't doubt that StA ""ill go . on to better 
analyses of the .kind it cloes ""ell. Sut so far, there is no reason 
-to .think it sign~ls a more 'helpful'. ""ay to study or be involved 
""tth astrology 'than · the other ""ays I have discussed. 
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Overview 

In the four major schools of . thought in modern astrology that 
have looked at, tt has been possible to discern a common 

tendency. In its extreme form, at least, that tendency i~ dehumani
zation. A great deal of this motif, of course, is a reflection of 
..,hat is dominant in the larger world of human thought, society 
and politics today. To reiterate briefly, ve have seen that reflected 
in these different ways, whereby the sentient (and . therefore 
suffering) and moral (an<S therefore responsible) human subject 
is under threat, from, and in, (1) 'Being', in the manifesting 
of \tlhich "language speaks", not the person: · (2) 'numinous' · and 
collective forces from the unconscious, and/or angelic and malefic 
spi ri tu a 1 agents: (3) 1 nature' and its technologica 1 spin-offs, 
..,hich seem to have acquired a momentum of their ovn, which is 
al..,ays supposed to be progress; . and (4) "les mythes (qui) se 
pen sent dans les hommes, et a leur insu" (Levi-Strauss): more 
recently, the 1 text 1 and its endless interplay of disembodied 
meanings; pure Theory. 

t t is against this tendency that 1 urged the cultivation or 
a critical faculty, combined with respect for living, experiencing 
and acting human beings not dissolved into Being, or the 
unconscious, or nature, or the word - whose emancipation from 
such all such tyrannies is the very point of being critical. Such 
a position could be called 'critical humanisM~ 

1 t is "'orth quoting Giddens 0979) at some length: 

The pressing task facing social theory today is not · to further 
the conceptual elimination of the subject, but on the contrary 
to pro·mote a recovery of the subject without lapsing into 
subjectivism. Such a recovery • • • in.volves a grasp of 1 Yhat 
cannot be sa id' (or /~ought) as pract~e. 

. .. In their endeavor to dissolve the subject, 
and positivists (and hermeneutlcists)- thus have 
element in common, and ••• it is all the more 
insist that the de-centerlng of the subject must 
equivalent to its disappearance • 

structuralists 
an important 
necessary to 
not be made 

. . . The end of the individual, perhaps, signals the 
passing of the age of bour~to(.s liberaliSe\~ not however 
fruitful historical transition, but rather as swamped 
spreading totalitarianism. 

final 
as a 
by a 

To really combat this kind of thing requires action, but such 
action needs to include intelligence, as vell as passion. It needs 
to negotiate the dilemma of how to prote.ct and exten& the rights 
of people without sacrificing the historical gains we have already 
made . A 11more e~pansive and realistic rationalism" is precisely 
..,hat is needed; without it, we must 'reel that, after all, "The 
alternative to decadence is supersltion." (Hofman) 

Such a choice, betveen superstition and decadence is pecu-
1 iarly apt to astrology in the modern world. 1 ndeed, vhere the 
absence of a developing 'critical humanism' is notable, vhat ve 
too often find is an a 'tllful combination of the tvo . My intention 
in this essay is to help anyone involved vlth astrology, . . in · any 
... ay, to be involved in a vay that doesn't contribute to the m·ess; 
in a "'ay tl'\at is, ho'tllever minutely. 'vtth us', and not against us. 
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Astrologers themselves are perhaps espectally prone to ...,hat 
the historian, P. Rossi (1972, p.272) described . as 

The return to the archaic · phase ot magical experience (...,hich) 
is accepted by many as a valid method of freeing our~elves 
from the sins of our civilization. But this cheap liberation 
is ·an Illusory escape into · the past, mere nostalg"ia for a 
golden age, a convenient flight from historical responsibilities. 

But all the schools of thought 1 have discussed tend, to 
a greater . or lesser extent, to evade . their present-day "historical 
responsibilities." ln Rossi • s words·, "The recognition of the existence 
of a series of probJems has been tran'tformed into a string of 
impossibllittes." Examples abound: lack of complete certainty 
(epistemological) is presented as complete uncertainty; the under
determination of theories by facts is treatea as non-determination. 
and contrariwise, the importance of facts is taken to mean that 
everything else (such as assumptions, motivations, etc.) can 
be ignored. Limits (or degrees) to rationality are taken to sanction 
.!!rationality; the approximate nature of concepts to mean they 
are mere fictions. And so on. 

Perhaps the reader thinks 1 have been unfairly severe on 
the four orientations to astrology. Let me add, therefore, that 
each of them brings something valuable to the proper understanding 
of astrology: HA, a r~spect for the integrity and ...,orth of the 
subject: PA, a necessary enthusiasm and openmtndedness; SeA, 
a respect.lor crltictsm and evidence; StA, an awareness of inter
pretation, and interpretative assumptions:-

Hovever, 1 'm afraid 1 must still tax them ""lth being more 
part of the problem than part of the solution, in the longer and 
larger run . The prescription 1 've presented is to vork on ·develop
ing a critically humanist aUitude vlthln whatever your orientation 
is, or has been; and to follow vhere that leads. - A difficult 
task, especially when there are so fev guides! One thing that 
is urgently .needed here is a decent introduction to and history 
of astrology - one that is. neither simplistic propaganda nor 
polemical debunking, nor a narrow consideration of just the 'scient
Hie evidence' - but a history (or histories, more likely) that 
gives astrology back to _people. For it is people, after all, and 
not stars or planets, that have created astrology. 
- Are t):\ere any outside guides here? 1 have mentioned the 
historian E. P. Thompson, the social theorist Anthony Giddens, 
the philosopher Roy Bhaskar . Someone else· vhom I W'ould like 
to briefly discuss nov is Michel Foucault. 

Foucault 's earlier "archaeological" vork tended to be too 
schematic and eclectic, and suffered from the relativism and con
servatism of his idea of "epistemes" (similar to Kuhn • s "paradigms"): 
it vas also unpleasantly anti-humanistic. Hls later, ••genealogical" 
work, however, seems to evince a change of direction. Always 
concerned vith power, in particular the relations bet"w'een po ... er 
and knovledge, Foucault now claims that the theme of \his research 
is and "vas always the subject (and • • • not po"w'er}: that is, 
hov human beings constitute themselves as subjects and ho"" they 
treat one another as objects" (Hoy, 1982; my emphasis). The 
potential relevance of this approach to the need· 1 have identified 
for astrology is obvious - particularly since "History, for Foucault, 
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1s a ' c urative science . '" (WeeKs, 1982) 
A recent book {Dreyfus and · Rabinow) discusses howo Foucault 

was influenced by (no prizes . for guessing) ~tructuralism and herm
eneutics - \cf. StA and HA - and how he moved "beyond" both, 
to "the only method left: a pragmatically oriented historical inter
r re tat ion." While there a re still problems, and 1 am not an expert 
h e re . this sounds very prosnising. (For a note on Foucaul t' s concept 
of ·ideology ' and modern astrology, see my 1982b.) 

Of course, he woas also stron.gly . influenced by Marxism - too 
va s t a subject to enter into here, except to say · that the dinosaur 
of o rthodox Marxism-Leninism (including lts so ph lsticated Althuss
er ian dressings) and related v~riants such as forcible (and select
ive ) e g a li ta ria n ism and . state socialism, are all clearly more of 
a problem than solution. · Nonetheless, Marxism : as a tradition and 
orientation is clearly the i~tellectual source· .or Foucault's critical 
imp ul se, as 'Well as the 'critical theory' of Habe~mas. 

When combined woith the liberal-hum~nist tradition of respect 
for t he i nd i vid.ua 1 (regardless of their class membership), the 
Mar x ist crit ical impulse is crucial for · wohat we need. Only then 
ca n astrology become part of human history, wohere it belongs; 
,1 pa r t of the story of · how huf!\an . beings, in · acting and reacting, 
have made their own history. 

Such a history will need all the positive virtues pf all the 
I our se hool s. What it might do is help to· shift the study of astro
logy. for those pursuing it, into a positive relation to our . wider 
p roblem s ; an d to move it awoay from bein.g a cul-de-sac of mystific
ation and t r iviality. 

Th is may seem like a drop in the bucket . Our collective prob
lems are so . vast - nuclear proliferation, armaments s.pel)dlng in 
the h undreds of billions of pounds, widespre~d starvation ·:'140 mill
ion last year). a deteriorating environment, . suppression of human 
rights every....,here and the rise of the Right in the Wester:,n. woorld 

Even the present material, social. and pol.itical freedoms 'We 
do ha ve · a re no long~r "perrenia·l facts of th~ history of mankind, 
bu t histor ica l advances which can easily be lost~' (Rossi,. .p.272). 
Indeed . given the scale of our crisis, the reader (especially the 
non -a s trologer or scholar) should be ·quickly forgiven for wonder
ing. what justification can there be for messing about with astro
logy at a 11? - at least, with any pretense at more than amusement 
or diversion? 

That question is the sense in which this . critique is finally 
an a poria . I t seems to me that a g·ood unde'rstandlng. and apprec
ia tt o n o f astrology could contribute $Omething posiUve, albe'i.t only 
a d r op . Each of us, finally, can only contribute. tne '.drops' woe 
hav e; and it seems to me that lt would be a waste for those 
a l ready in this area to use what woe know, to help transform it 
for others. As for any onlookers, 1 hope this essay has reminded 
you of similar problems in your area, as ·well a~ .informed you 
a bout the strange woorld of modern astrology. Because no one ls 
just an on-looker on the 1 arger world, . and its crises - of which 
ast rology, and every human .project, are a part. . 
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Brief .Glossary 

Corrigible 
Open to correction, especially by evidence and/or argument. 

Crittc·al 
Used tn two senses: ( 1) where a high value 11 placed on 
argument and evidence, Including (or especially) when tt 
contradicts hypotheses under consideration· (2) as tn 'critical 
h ' ' t eory - especially that of the Frankfurt School, which 

considers how concepts are grounded ill social reality, and aid 
or suppress emancipation; also how people unwittingly cont
ribute to their own suppression. 

Emptrtctsm 
The position that knowledge can be reduced to and/or explained 
by observable phenomena; but can also used to mean (esp. 
as 'empirical') simply ir,tcludtng attention to observables. 

Epistemology 
The study of how people know, how knowledge is possible. 

Hermeneuttcs 
Literally, 
H·etdegger 
menology. 

interpretation; the phtlosophtcal 
and Gadamer (prom ineritly); grew 

'method' of 
out of pheno-

Horary (astrology) 
The attempt to 
Ume and place 
astrology. 

answer questions using a ch~rt based on the 
of posing the question; a part of traditional 

Idealism 
Assumes the primacy or the · subject (his/her Ideas, etc.): 
"every consistent ideallsm h ultimately either a theism of 
some sort of a sollpctsm·." (Suchtlng) 

Materialism 
Opposition to tdeallsm; : assumes the primacy of the object and 
tn p~rttcular the material world (traditional m.), to whiCh 
Marxist m. would add, the economic and social world. 

Methodology 
Knowledge of (scientific) methods. 

Mundane ( astrolOJY) 
Draws conclusions about events and/or things ust~g a chart 
related to their beginning. 

Nonaattve 
Pertaining to what 'should' ~. as dtstlnct from what 'is' 
(descriptive). 

Phenomenology 
Phtlosophtcat method (esp. of Husserl) attempting to dilcover 
how the mind constitutes the world, through careful attention 
to pre-analyttcal consciousness. 
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